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	Following a brief introduction and overview, early chapters cover the basic algebraic relationships of entropy, relative entropy and mutual information, AEP, entropy rates of stochastics processes and data compression, duality of data compression and the growth rate of wealth. Later chapters explore Kolmogorov complexity, channel capacity, differential entropy, the capacity of the fundamental Gaussian channel, the relationship between information theory and statistics, rate distortion and network information theories. The final two chapters examine the stock market and inequalities in information theory. In many cases the authors actually describe the properties of the solutions before the presented problems.
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Super Trader: Make Consistent Profits in Good and Bad MarketsMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	How do you transform yourself from mild-mannered investor to Super Trader? Think clearly. Plan accordingly. Commit completely. In other words, become a trader. And no one is better suited to help you make the transformation than legendary trading educator and author Van K. Tharp.


	Combining the sharp insight and technical...
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Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach (Eighth Edition)W W Norton, 2009

	The #1 best-selling intermediate microeconomics text in the world is still the most modern and contemporary.


	Varian is “the Adam Smith of the new discipline of Googlenomics.”â€•Stephen Levy, Wired

	

	For over 20 years Hal Varian’s Intermediate Microeconomics has...
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Beginning SQL Server 2005 Express for Developers: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2007

	Assuming neither database nor programming background, Beginning SQL Server 2005 Express for Developers introduces all the fundamental database administration and SQL programming features of SQL Server 2005 Express Edition, the free relational database management system from Microsoft that provides a major subset of full SQL Server 2005...
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Principles and Practice of Pharmaceutical MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Since the first edition of this book, pharmaceutical medicine has only become more diverse and has also

	become widely accepted as a recognized medical specialty, for example, with its first graduates of specialist

	training in the United Kingdom, to add to those of Switzerland, and Mexico. This has been accompanied by

	pharmaceutical...
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Medicine Across Cultures: History and Practice of Medicine in Non-Western CulturesSpringer, 2003

	This work deals with the medical knowledge and beliefs of cultures outside of the United States and Europe. In addition to articles surveying Islamic, Chinese, Native American, Aboriginal Australian, Indian, Egyptian, and Tibetan medicine, the book includes essays on comparing Chinese and western medicine and religion and medicine. Each essay...
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.NET SecurityApress, 2002
	In-depth coverage of the cryptographic classes in .NET  
	Comprehensive analysis of the .NET security model  
	Detailed coverage of securing ASP.NET applications  
	Useful information on how to secure XML-based data under .NET 


When you use .NET to create client- and server-side...
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